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STOCHASTIC GRAVITATIONAL WAVE BACKGROUND
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Unresolved astrophysical sources (binaries, supernovae, NS, …)  

Superradiance, axion clouds …

Early Universe 
(inflation, pre big-bang, …)

Cosmic Strings

A superposition of astrophysical and cosmological sources, including…

Cosmological  
Phase Transitions



CROSS-CORRELATION SEARCH
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Cross correlation of detector outputs is related to

Overlap reduction function

Geometric factor controlling 
sensitivity

⌦GW

detector response

time delay

Allen and Romano, Phys.Rev. D59 (1999) 102001 
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ANALYSIS CUTS
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Abbott  et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121101 

2. We remove time segments where noise is non-stationary 

3. We remove frequency bins which display coherence 
     with instrumental (auxiliary) channels

192 s 192 s 192 s

Abbott  et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121101 

1. We remove times where data is known to be  
     corrupt (for example: interferometer not operational)



O1 RESULTS
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Upper limits for specific (fixed) values of ↵

Abbott et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121101 

Upper limit improves by a factor of 33 over Initial LIGO for alpha=0,  
due to the large increase in sensitivity of Advanced LIGO

↵ = 0

↵ = 2/3

Inflation, cosmic strings in our band…
Binary inspiral (BBH, BHNS, BNS)
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COMPACT BINARY BACKGROUND
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cosmology

binary merger rate energy spectrum 
for single binary

Superposition of many BBH, BNS, BHNS systems
Astrophysical foreground for cosmological models 
Contains information about astrophysics 
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Source parameters
Abbott et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121101 



PREDICTED SPECTRUM
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Median total spectrum is roughly  
a factor of 1.6 larger than 
spectrum from BBH alone 

 

Abbott et al, 1710.05837



COMBINING RESULTS FROM MULTIPLE DETECTORS
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Combine results from each detector pair

Ynetwork =
NX

I=1

I�1X

J=1

YIJ
��2
network =

NX
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I�1X

J=1

��2
IJ

YIJ

�Network ⇠ N�1/2
pairs ⇠ N�1

Optimal combination of cross-correlation statistic from N detectors:

Scaling with number of detectors in network, assuming similar sensitivity and co-located detectors 

In practice, this scaling breaks down due both to the fact that different detectors have different 
noise curves, and due to network geometry (different overlap reduction functions)

I,J label detectors used in the cross-correlation procedure described on previous slides

Allen and Romano, Phys.Rev. D59 (1999) 102001 



OVERLAP REDUCTION FUNCTION FOR {H,L,V,K} PAIRS
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Thrane and Romano, Phys.Rev. D88 (2013) no.12, 124032



EFFECT OF NETWORK GEOMETRY ON SENSITIVITY
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Improvement largest at high 
frequencies (power laws with a 
large positive spectral index)

Thrane and Romano, Phys.Rev. D88 (2013) no.12, 124032

Assume a network of detectors with positions and orientations of H1,L1,V1,K1, with aLIGO design 
sensitivity noise curves. Plot “power-law integrated curves” (PI curves).



ANISOTROPIC BACKGROUND
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Abbott  et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121102 

Typically assume
Expand           in a basis

Radiometer search 
point sources

Spherical harmonic search

P(⇥) = P↵e↵(⇥)

e↵(⇥) = �2(⇥,⇥↵) e↵(⇥) = Y`m(⇥)

P(⇥)



SPHERICAL HARMONIC: BROADBAND, ALL SKY SEARCH
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SNR

90% UL

Abbott  et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121102 

About a factor of 60 improvement over Initial LIGO for alpha=0

↵ = 0 ↵ = 3↵ = 2/3

↵ = 0 ↵ = 2/3 ↵ = 3



UPPER LIMITS ON CL
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Abbott  et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121102 

Alternative representation used by CMB experiments



MODELS FOR ANISOTROPIC BACKGROUNDS

▸ Recent developments in literature provide first estimates for 
anisotropies in  

▸ Cosmic strings (Jenkins et al, 2018) 

▸ CBC background, computed via: 

▸ Evolving primordial perturbations (Cusin et al, 2017+2018) 

▸ Using simulated galaxy catalogs  (Jenkins et al) 

▸ Some tension between the predictions
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PREDICTIONS FOR ANISOTROPIC CBC CL’S
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Cusin et al Phys.Rev.Lett. 120 (2018) 231101 

Begin with primordial perturbations 
(e.g. from inflation) 

Evolve using cosmological 
transfer function 

Account for non-linear structure 
using Halofit

Jenkins et al Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.6, 063501 

Catalogue: simulated galaxy catalog 
based on Millennium simulation 

Analytical: Assume power law 
scaling for galaxy 2-point  
correlation function



RADIOMETER: BROADBAND, ALL SKY SEARCH
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SNR

90% UL

Abbott  et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121102 
About a factor of 8 improvement in flux over Initial LIGO for ↵ = 3

↵ = 0 ↵ = 3↵ = 2/3



RADIOMETER: NARROWBAND RESULTS FOR SPECIAL DIRECTIONS
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Abbott  et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.12, 121102 

Improves over Initial LIGO results by about a factor of 10 below 50 Hz and above 300 Hz 
and by about a factor of 2 on average across the band  



ANGULAR RESOLUTION
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Angular resolution limited by: 
* Diffraction limit 
* Blind directions —> a larger detector network reduces need to handle blind directions

Clean Map 
What we want  
(GW power 
in every sky direction)

Dirty Map 
Result of cross 
correlationInverse Fisher matrix / beam pattern matrix 

‣ Not truly invertible due to blind directions 

‣ Typically this is regularized by SVN 

‣ A detector network naturally regulates this matrix

Thrane et al, Phys.Rev. D80 (2009) 122002  



FOLDED DATA
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* Future upgrade for stochastic analysis 
* Enables new searches (all-sky-all-frequency radiometer)  

by reducing data volume 
* PyStoch code provides fast method for producing sky maps 
     (Goncharov+Thrane 1805.03761, Ain, Suresh, Mitra, Phys. Rev. D 98, 024001 )

Ain et al, Phys.Rev. D92 (2015) no.2, 022003 



NON-TENSOR POLARIZATIONS
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Predicted by GR Modification of GR

6 polarizations for a symmetric 3x3 tensor

Callister et al, Phys.Rev. X7 (2017) no.4, 041058 



BACKGROUND FROM DIFFERENT POLARIZATIONS
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Assume background from different polarizations is 
uncorrelated

⌦GW(f) = ⌦T (f) + ⌦V (f) + ⌦S(f)

antenna patterns

Callister et al, Phys.Rev. X7 (2017) no.4, 041058 



ILLUSTRATION OF BASIC IDEA
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Very loud injection More ‘realistic’ injection

Can use differences in the overlap reduction functions to separate different polarizations

Callister et al, Phys.Rev. X7 (2017) no.4, 041058 
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Grey: PE with Advanced LIGO only (some probability for S+V+T) 
Color: PE with Advanced LIGO+Virgo (correctly prefers S+T only) 

Recovery applied to injection of Scalar+Tensor background

Additional detectors can help distinguish polarizations

DISTINGUISHING VECTOR AND SCALAR: WHERE A NETWORK HELPS

Callister et al, Phys.Rev. X7 (2017) no.4, 041058 



O1 SEARCH RESULTS (HL ONLY, NO NETWORK)
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Abbott et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 120 (2018) no.20, 201102 



TEXT

SUMMARY

▸ Stochastic background is a target for future detection 

▸ Astrophysical background may be in reach by advanced 
detectors 

▸ A detector network can help by 

▸ Improving sensitivity 

▸ Improving localization 

▸ Improving polarization measurements
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EXTRA SLIDES
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OPTIMAL FILTER
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Cross correlate detectors with filter function Q

Choose filter function to maximize SNR  (assuming noise >> signal)

�2 ⇡ T

4

Z 1

�1
dfP1(|f |)P2(|f |)|Q̃(f)|2

is chosen so

Uncertainty (assuming ideal case that detector noise is stationary and Gaussian)

SNR scales like sqrt(T)

� hY i = ⌦GW

Allen and Romano, Phys.Rev. D59 (1999) 102001 
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